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Abstract. In this paper, we tackle the problem of extracting frequent
opinions from uncertain databases. We introduce the foundation of an
opinion mining approach with the definition of pattern and support measure. The support measure is derived from the commitment definition. A
new algorithm called OpMiner that extracts the set of frequent opinions
modelled as a mass functions is detailed. Finally, we apply our approach
on a real-world biomedical database that stores opinions of experts to
evaluate the reliability level of biomedical data. Performance analysis
showed a better quality patterns for our proposed model in comparison
with literature-based methods.
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Introduction

Data uncertainty has challenged nearly all types of data mining tasks, creating
a need for uncertain data mining. Uncertainty is inherent in data from many
different domains, including social networks and cheminformatics [1]. The problem of pattern mining, or finding frequent patterns in data, has been extensively
studied in deterministic databases [2] since its introduction by Aggrawal et al.
[3] as well as in the field of uncertain databases [4]. The uncertain databases have
brought more flexibility in data representation [5]. For instance, mass function
of evidence theory are comparable to expert’s opinion since it details answer to
a question over a set of response elements. It also allows to model someone’s
degree of belief regarding an asked question. Therefore databases storing mass
functions (commonly called evidential databases), are seen as a data support for
expert opinions and imperfect data.
What classical approaches have in common is that they extract answers.
They extract answer elements (fragment of the expert answer) as long they are
redundant in the database. Therefore, the extracted information is limited and
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does not describe what experts have expressed. To illustrate this point, let us
consider the example of several practitioners that have been asked to give their
opinion regarding new treatments for a disease. We intend to extract knowledge
from a set of experts’ opinions asked about their evaluations of these treatments.
Each practitioner gives his opinion regarding the efficiency of a treatment j
among a set of evaluation possibilities {Goodj , Averagej , Badj }.,
Practitioner
Treatment 1
Treatment 2
0.7
P1
Bad0.3
Average
Good12
1
1
1
0.5
P2
{Average1 ∪ Bad1 } Good2 Average0.5
2

Table 1: Example of uncertain database.

The first practitioner hesitates between bad and average evaluation with a
higher confidence to average. The second practitioner can not decide whether
the treatment is average or bad. A classical pattern mining approach as [6]
would extract answers as pattern. For instance, for a threshold of 0.7,
{T reatment1 = Average1 } is a frequent pattern4 . Looking at Table 1, the pattern {T reatment1 = Average1 } is a fraction of the opinion expressed by the
practitioner P1 and therefore the extracted information is not complete. Unfortunately, this type of output is generated by uncertain mining approaches [7,8,9].
An opinion pattern would be T reatment1 = Bad0.3 Average0.7 and is considered as frequent since it does not contradict with the opinion of P2 . In this work,
we intend to shake this notion of answer pattern of uncertain databases and we
aim to evaluate a pattern as a whole opinion.
Methodologically, we build the foundation of an opinion mining approach. We
develop our mining approach on evidential databases. Evidential databases offer
more knowledge representation with its simple formalism [10]. They bring more
flexibility thanks to mass functions. In fact, it is possible to model all level of
uncertainty from absolute certainty to total ignorance. From applicative point of
view, we experiment our OpMiner algorithm on a real-world biomedical expert
database. The results show the quality of retrieved patterns comparatively to
classical ones. In addition, our algorithm shows interesting performances.

2

Preliminaries

The evidence theory or Dempster-Shafer theory [11,12] proposes a robust formalism for modeling uncertainty. The evidence theory is based on several fundamentals such as the Basic Belief Assignment (BBA). A BBA m is the mapping
from elements of the power set 2Θ onto [0, 1]:
m : 2Θ −→ [0, 1]
4

A pattern is called frequent if its computed support (i.e. frequency in the database)
is higher than or equal to a fixed threshold set by an expert
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where Θ is the frame of discernment. It is the set of possible answers for a
addressed problem and is composed of N exhaustive and exclusive hypotheses:
Θ = {H1 , H2 , ..., HN }.
A BBA m is constrained by:
(P

m(A) = 1
m(∅) = 0
A⊆Θ

.

(1)

Each subset X of 2Θ fulfilling m(X) > 0 is called focal element. Constraining m(∅) = 0 is the normalized form of a BBA and this corresponds to a
closed-world assumption, while allowing m(∅) > 0 corresponds to an open world
assumption[13].
Dubois and Prade [14] have made three proposals to order BBAs. Let m1
and m2 be two BBA’s on Θ. The statement that m1 is at least as committed as
m2 is denoted m1 ⊑ m2 . Three types of ordering have been proposed:
– pl-ordering (plausibility ordering) if P l1 (A) ≤ P l2 (A) for all A ⊆ Θ, we
write m1 ⊑pl m2 ,
– q-ordering (communality ordering) if q1 (A) ≤ q2 (A) for all A ⊆ Θ, we write
m1 ⊑ q m2 ,
– s-ordering (specialization ordering) if m1 is a specialization of m2 , we write
m1 ⊑ s m2 ,
In this paper, we develop our approach using the plausibility based commitment.
The plausibility function P l(.) is defined as follows:
X
m(B).
(2)
P l(A) =
B∩A6=∅

Among all belief functions on Θ, the least committed belief function is the vacuous belief function (i.e. m(Θ) = 1).
Finally, it is possible to store imperfect data modelled as BBAs into a
database. This kind of database is commonly called evidential database. Formally, an evidential database is a triplet EDB = (AEDB , O, REDB ). AEDB is a
set of attributes and O is a set of d transactions (i.e., rows). Each column Aj
(1 ≤ j ≤ n) has a domain Θj of discrete values. REDB expresses the relationship
between the ith transaction (i.e., row Ti ) and the j th column (i.e., attribute Aj )
by a normalized BBA mij : 2Θj → [0, 1].
Example 1. We intend to extract knowledge from a set of experts’ opinions asked
about their evaluations of several treatment efficiencies for a disease. Each practitioner gives his opinion regarding a treatment j from a set of evaluation possibilities Θj = {Goodj , Averagej , Badj }.

3

Extraction opinion patterns over evidential databases

In the following subsection, we study the plausibility based commitment relation
between two BBAs in the evidence theory.
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Practitioner
Treatment 1
Treatment 2
P1
m11 (Good1 ) = 0.7 m12 (Good2 ) = 0.4
m11 (Θ1 ) = 0.3 m12 (Average2 ) = 0.2
m12 (Θ2 ) = 0.4
P2
m21 (Good1 ) = 0.6 m22 (Good2 ) = 0.3
m21 (Θ1 ) = 0.4
m22 (Θ2 ) = 0.7

Table 2: Example of evidential database

3.1

Plausibility based commitment measure

Let us consider two BBAs m1 and m2 such as m1 ⊑pl m2 . We intend to develop
a measure to estimate the commitment level of m2 wrt m1 .
Definition 1. Given the plausibility functions P l1 and P l2 of two BBAs m1
and m2 , the plausibility P L12 (.) expresses the difference between two plausibility
functions and is computed as follows:
P L12 (A) = P l1 (A) − P l2 (A).

(3)

Definition 2. Assuming two BBAs m1 and m2 . Assuming that C(·, ·) is a commitment measure between two BBAs. It is computed as follows,
C : 2Θ × 2Θ 7→
[0, 1]
rP
 1 − ||P L21 || = 1 −
P L21 (A)2 if m1 ⊑pl m2
A⊆Θ
(m2 , m1 ) →

0
Otherwise

(4)

Property 1. Assuming two BBAs m1 and m2 such as m2 ⊑pl m1 , Equation 4
verifies the following properties:
–
–
–
–
3.2

C(m2 , m1 ) ≥ 0 (separation axiom);
C(m2 , m1 ) = 1 ⇔ m1 = m2 (identity of indiscernible);
C(m2 , m1 ) = C(m1 , m2 ) (symmetry);
C(m2 , m3 ) ≤ C(m2 , m1 ) + C(m1 , m3 ) (triangle inequality).
Mining opinions over evidential databases

In an evidential database, an item corresponds to a BBA. An itemset (so called
pattern) corresponds to a conjunction of several BBAs having different domains
X = {mij ∈ MΘ }. We recall that i is the transaction id and j is the attribute
id. MΘ denotes the set of all BBAs in EDB.
Let us consider an evidential database EDB and the itemset X made of a set
of BBAs. The frequency of appearance of an item x = mi′ j in a transaction Ti
can be computed as follows:
Θj

SupTi : Mi

→ [0, 1]
Θ
x 7→ C(x, mij ) where mij ∈ Mi j .

(5)
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Θ

Mi j is the set of BBAs in the row Ti of the attribute j. As illustrated above,
the SupTi is a measure that computes whether x is in the row Ti . Even if the
BBA is not in the studied row, we analyse if there is a BBA that generalizes it.
Then, the support of an itemset X over the transaction Ti is computed as
Y
SupTi (X) =
(6)
SupTi (x).
x∈X

Therefore, the support of mij over the database is computed as,
d

1X
SupEDB (X) =
SupTi (X).
d i=1

(7)

Property 2. Assuming an itemset X, the measure of support fulfils the antimonotony property, i.e.,
SupEDB (X) ≤ SupEDB (X ∪ mij ).

(8)

Proof. Assuming an evidential database EDB, let us consider two evidential
itemsets X and X ∪ mij . We aim at proving this relation SupEDB (X) ≤
SupEDB (X ∪ mij ):
SupTi (X ∪ mij ) =

Q

SupTi (mi′ j ′ )

mi′ j′ ∈X∪mij

SupTi (X ∪ mij ) =

Q

SupTi (mi′ j ′ ) × SupTi (mij )

mi′ j′ ∈X

SupTi (X ∪ mij ) ≤ SupTi (X) since SupTi (mij ) ∈ [0, 1] then
SupEDB (X ∪ mij ) ≤ SupEDB (X).
Example 2. Assuming the evidential database given in Example 1.
For a minsup = 0.7, the pattern {m11 , m12 } have a support of
C(m11 ,m11 )×C(m12 ,m12 )+C(m11 ,m21 )×C(m12 ,m22 )
= 0.765 and is then consid2
ered as frequent. Semantically, having a relatively good opinion on treatment 1
(i.e. m11 ) and hesitant one regarding the treatment 2 (i.e. m12 ) is redundant
over 76.5% of asked practitioners. Moreover, comparatively to patterns of an
evidential data mining algorithm, our output is more informative. In fact, a
classical algorithm would provide the frequent pattern {Good1 , Good2 } which
contain less details than {m11 , m12 }.
In this section, we develop a new level-wise algorithm to mine opinions over
evidential databases. OpMiner, shown in Algorithm 1 generates all BBAs of size
one by favouring the most specific ones. Formally, for all mij , mi′ j ∈ MΘ , we
retain mij as long as mij ⊑pl mi′ j . Thus, function candidate gen reduces the set
of frequent patterns to the set of the more specific ones. The other less specific
BBAs are used to compute the support as described in Equation 7. In addition,
this selection aims at reducing time computing since candidate generation and
support computing depends on the set of items (i.e. pattern with a single BBA).
The patterns that have a support lower than the minsup are pruned in line 5.
The process stops until no candidate is left.
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Algorithm 1 OpMiner algorithm
Require: E DB, minsup, E DBpl , maxlen
Ensure: E IFF
1: E IFF, Items ← ∅, size ← 1
2: Items ← candidate gen(E DB, E IFF , Items)
3: While (candidate 6= ∅ and size ≤ maxlen)
4: for all pat ∈ candidate do
5:
if Support(pat, minsup, E DBpl , Size E DB)≥ minsup then
6:
E IFF ← E IFF ∪ pat
7: size ← size + 1
8: candidate ← candidate gen(E DB, E IFF , Items)
9: End While
10: function Support(pat, minsup, E DBpl ,d)
11:
Sup ← 0
12:
for i=1 to d do
13:
for all plij ∈ Mi do
14:
pl ← mtopl(pat)\\ computes the plausibility out of a BBA
15:
if plij ≥ pl then
16:
SupT rans ← SupT rans × 1 − ||plij − pl||
17:
Sup ← Sup + SupT rans
I
18:
return Sup
d
19: function candidate gen(E DB, E IFF, Items)
20:
if size(Items) = 0 then
21:
for all BBA ∈ E DB do
22:
while Items 6= ∅ and BBA 6⊑pl it do
23:
if Items = ∅ then
24:
Add(BBA, Item)
25:
else
26:
Replace(BBA, it, Item)
27:
return Items
28:
else
29:
for all BBA ∈ E IFF do
30:
for all it ∈ Items do
31:
if !same attribute(it, BBA) then
32:
Cand ← Cand ∪ {BBA ∪ it}
33:
return Cand

4

Experiments: Data reliability assessment using
biomedical expert opinion

The investigation of the effects of muscles morphology and mechanics on motion, and the risks of injury, has been at the core of many studies, sometimes
with conflicting results. Often different measurement methods have been used,
making comparison of the results and drawing sound conclusions impossible [15].
In this section, we aim at studying the opinion of several experts on collected
measurement data. To do so, we collected data by a systematic review pro-
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cess of 20 data sources (papers) from reliable search engines (PubMed and ScienceDirect). Data is described over 7 parameters regarding muscle morphology, mechanics and motion analysis. Four main questions were asked to experts about measuring technique (Q1 ), experimental protocol (Q2 ), number
of samples (Q3 ) and range of values (Q4 ). An expert opinion database was
built from an international panel of 20 contacted experts with different expertise (medical imaging, motion analysis). Five evaluation degrees were possible
{V ery high, High, M oderate, Low, V ery low}. Each given degree was associated
to a confidence value. In this study, as a first goal, we aim at finding frequent
opinions in the database. Frequent opinions show correlation between opinions.
The second goal is to evaluate the reliability of sources. To do so, the algorithm
selects from the frequent set of patterns those that express a positive opinion
regarding the same source.
Table 3 shows a small set of recorded answers from experts. For instance,
row 1 details the opinions of expert 1 regarding the source S1 (data measures
retrieved from a source). The expert expresses his opinion over 4 questions. The
column Confi shows the confidence of the expert regarding his given opinion for
the question Qi .

Expert
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Q1 Conf1
Hig
Hig
Hig
Ver
Hig
Hig
Hig
Hig
Lo
Ver
Mo
Mo
Mo
Ver
Mo
Ver
Mo
Ver
Mo
Hig
Ver
Ver

S1
Q2 Conf2 Q3 Conf3 Q4 Conf4
Hig
Hig Mo
Hig Hig
Mo
Mo
Ver Hig
Ver Mo
Ver
Hig
Hig Hig
Hig Hig
Hig
Mo
Hig Hig
Hig Mo
Hig
Lo
Ver Mo
Ver Mo
Ver
Mo
Mo Lo
Hig Lo
Hig
Mo
Ver Hig
Ver Mo
Ver
Lo
Hig Hig
Ver Lo
Ver
Mo
Hig Hig
Ver Mo
Hig
Mo
Hig Mo
Hig Mo
Hig
Ver
Ver Ver
Ver Ver
Ver

Very high Very high
confidence
High
High confidence
Moderate Moderate
confidence
Low
Low confidence
Very low Very low
confidence

Table 3: Sample of the expert opinion data.

The evidential database is constructed by using the evaluation of the experts
and their confidences. First, the evaluation of the expert is used to model a
certain BBA5 . Then, the confidence is used to integrate uncertainty into the
BBA. To do so, the confidence is used as reliability measure and part of the
mass initially given to the evaluation is then transferred to the ignorance mass.
5

A BBA is called a certain BBA when it has one focal element, which is a singleton.
It is representative of perfect knowledge and the absolute certainty.
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Formally, the discounting of a mass function m can be written as follows
(
mα (B) = (1 − α) × m(B)
∀B ⊆ Θ
mα (Θ) = (1 − α) × m(Θ) + α.

(9)

α is the reliability factor and is in the set {0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, 0}. The higher α is
the more mass is transferred to m(Θ).
In the following, we compare a classical evidential pattern mining approaches
such as EDMA [16] and U-Apriori [6] with the output of OpMiner. To do so, we
compare these three algorithms in terms of number of extracted patterns and
computational time. Figure 1 illustrates the number of extracted patterns with
regards to the threshold minsup. It is evident that the pattern mining approach
EDMA finds the highest number of patterns for all fixed minsup comparatively
to probabilistic approach approach and OpMiner. In fact, EDMA computes frequent patterns from a set of 28 × 25 items (i.e. sum of the size of all superset
of attributes). Therefore, EDMA extracts more patterns than the probabilistic U-Apriori that mines from a set of 28 × 5 items (i.e. sum of the size of all
frames of discernment). OpMiner is has a different approach since an item is a
BBA and therefore the number of items is the number of BBAs in the database
(i.e., 28 × 11). In addition, this number is reduced by selecting, at first, only the
more committed BBAs. As a result OpMiner is more efficient than the two other
approaches since it generates less candidates. OpMiner not only generates less
frequent patterns but more informative ones since it regroups several information in a single item. Even if in our application, all treated BBAs are simple 6 ,
OpMiner works perfectly on normal BBAs7 .

Time (s)

# Frequent patterns
105

OpMiner
U-Apriori [6]
EDMA [16]

103

101
0.15

0.3

0.5

minsup

Fig. 1: Number of retrieved frequent
patterns from the database.
6

7

104

OpMiner
U-Apriori [6]
EDMA [16]

101

10−2

0.15

0.3

0.5

minsup

Fig. 2: Number of retrieved valid association rules from the database.

A BBA is said to be simple if it has at most two focal sets and, if it has two, Θ is
one of those.
A BBA is said to be normal if ∅ is not a focal set.
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In order to test the quality of the patterns, we oppose the best pattern of
EDMA relatively to the first four attributes shown in Table 4 to the best one
provided by OpMiner. In fact, it is possible to select from the set of frequent patterns those having items of the four attributes. These patterns show the answer
(opinion for OpMiner) that the majority of the experts have expressed. These
patterns are representative of the quality of source S1 measures. As it is show in
EDMA S1 best pattern

OpMiner S1
( best pattern
m2 (M o2 ) = 0.8
Pattern {Q1=Hig or Mod, Q2=Hig or Mod, {m1 (M o1 ) = 1,
m (Θ ) = 0.2
( 2 2
m4 (M o4 ) = 0.8
Q3=Hig or Mod, Q4=Hig or Mod} m3 (Hig3 ) = 1,
}
m4 (Θ4 ) = 0.2

Table 4: EDMA’s pattern Vs. OpMiner’s pattern

Table 4, the construction of both patterns is not the same. EDMA’s pattern is
constructed from focal elements in contrary of OpMiner that contains BBAs. In
addition, the interpretation of both patterns is different. EDMA’s pattern shows
a hesitation between high and moderate as an answer trend. Therefore, from
this point, making an evaluation of source S1 is not straightforward. OpMiner
pattern has a different meaning. It gives for each asked question the most shared
opinion (i.e. BBA). It means that, for question 1, 2 and 4 the answer is moderate
with high or very high confidence. For question 4, the trend is a high evaluation
with a very high confidence. As a result, with an overall moderate evaluation of
its measure, it is possible to conclude that source S1 is moderately reliable.

Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a new approach for mining opinion patterns from
uncertain database. The uncertainty and the imprecision of the data are modelled with the evidence theory. The extraction is based on new anti-monotonic
measures of support derived from the commitment relation. A mining algorithm OpMiner is then applied to retrieve frequent opinions patterns a from
the database. The results on a real-world database shows more informative extracted patterns than literature-based approaches. In future work, we will be
interested in refining the inclusion and support measure using the specialization
matrix of Smets [17]. Furthermore, the performance of OpMiner algorithm could
be improved by adding specific heuristics such as the decremental pruning[7].
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